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              Lifetime service, care and support. 

Imagine that.
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        Ownership, reimagined.
      


      The keys to your Hyundai unlock a world of benefits. Discover everything you need to know about owning your car, from servicing and Genuine Accessories to iCare benefits and our Hyundai owner’s portal.


      
      
        
      
    

  







    
    
    

    


  
  
    
      
      
        
          
            
              Drive carefree with Hyundai iCare®.

              
                We've reimagined your driving experience for the future. Enjoy access to vehicle protection including; a Lifetime Service Plan, Premium Roadside Support, Unlimited Km Vehicle Warranties and more.
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              Go further with Hyundai Servicing.

              
                Take your drive beyond tomorrow, with servicing from the people who know it best. Visiting one of our Service Centres means you'll only be fitted with the highest quality Genuine Parts, helping your vehicle retain its value for longer.
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              Stay up to date with safety recalls.

              
                Find out if you're affected by any recalls specific to your vehicle with our online safety recall checker. We'll advise you of any next steps to ensure you can continue to operate your Hyundai safely.
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              Personalise your ride with Genuine Accessories.

              
                Whether it's styling, safety, tech or towing, add a personal touch to your Hyundai. All our Genuine Accessories are specifically designed to fit, match and work with your vehicle - backed by a bonus 5-year warranty.
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              Get connected with myHyundai.

              
                Stay in the driver's seat wherever you go with the myHyundai owner's portal. You can connect to vehicle better than ever before - schedule and book service, unlock Hyundai benefits, enjoy exclusive rewards and more.
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Disclaimers.

      

      Accessory prices include standard fitment and GST. Prices may change without notice and will be confirmed in your contract of sale. All Hyundai genuine accessories are backed by a 5-year warranty if purchased at the same time as a new Hyundai and fitted by an authorised Hyundai Dealer. If IONIQ Genuine Accessories are purchased online and not fitted by a Hyundai dealer, they are backed with a 3 year warranty. See PDF for full warranty terms and usage recommendations.
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